
The City of Jal is an Equal Opportunity, Reasonable Accommodation Employee.  

Reasonable accommodations will be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential 

functions.  

 

CITY OF JAL  

JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

TITLE: POLICE OFFICER  

CLASSIFICATION: NON-EXEMPT  

REPORTS TO: POLICE CHIEF  

SALARY: $$22.00-$34.28 

RESPONSIBILITIES:  

A Police Officer performs general duty police work or specialized police work in the protection 

of life and property. In carrying out the responsibilities of a New Mexico Police Officer, a Jal 

Police Officer interacts with a culturally and socially diverse populations, employs discretion in 

solving problems; maintains public order; prevents crime; enforces laws and ordinances; 

conducts investigations; makes arrests; issues summonses/citations, and warnings; assists the 

public; and may perform administrative support tasks. This class is responsible for performing 

related duties as required.  

 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS:  

Work normally consists of routine patrol, preliminary investigations, and traffic control duties in 

a designated area on an assigned shift. The employee’s primary responsibility is to respond to 

public safety calls for service. The Police Officer may work on an assignment, which 

necessitates specialized abilities and knowledge usually attained through experience as a 

uniformed police officer. Work requires occasional physical exertion under adverse 

circumstances. A Police Officer is subject to rotating shifts, weekend, and holiday work.  

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

Must possess a Valid New Mexico Driver’s License and High School Diploma or GED 

equivalency. Successful completion of all requirements of New Mexico standards as designated 

by the Jal Police Department. Must have completed New Mexico Police Officer academy and be 

certified as a sworn peace officer with the New Mexico law enforcement agency in good 

standing. Because of the confidential, sensitive nature of information handles, successful 

completion of a background investigation is preferred. Candidates given a conditional job offer 

will be required to pass a pre-employment medial, physical, psychological test battery, and drug 

screening.  

 

KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: 
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Knowledge of police methods, practices and procedures with ability to apply this knowledge to 

specific situations, departmental rules and regulations; state and City laws and ability to enforce, 

interpret and explain the same; conflict management techniques, crime scene investigations and 

preservation of evidence; techniques of interviewing and interrogations. Skill in the use of 

firearms and operating a motor vehicle. Ability to analyze situations and adopt quick, effective, 

and reasonable courses of action with due regard to surrounding hazards and circumstances; 

identify potential crime situations or traffic hazards and take preventative action; understand and 

carry out oral and written instructions; deal courteously, but firmly, with the general public; and 

maintain composure and operation efficiency under high stress situations.  

The duties listed above are intended only as general illustrations of the various types of work that 

may be performed. Specific statements of duties not included do not exclude them from the 

position if the work is similar, related, or a logical assignment to the position. Job descriptions 

are subject to change by the City as the needs and direction of the City change by the City 

Manager and/or HR Director and requirements of the job change.  

 


